1. Introduction. This paper may be regarded as a continuation of Locally peripherally euclidean spaces are locally euclidean [6] . However, the exposition below is intended to be self-contained and complete. The chief accomplishment is a topological characterization of the n-dimensional sphere amongst compact metric spaces.
A set-theoretic problem that has been of interest for some time is that of characterizing the locally euclidean spaces among a more general class of topological spaces. In the one-and two-dimensional cases a possible candidate for the more general class of topological spaces has been the Peano spaces. An expository paper by Van Kampen in the first volume of the Duke Mathematical Journal summarizes some well-known results in this situation. In the higher-dimensional cases the results attained so far have had to avoid the difficulty that the Schoenflies theorem of plane topology does not extend in the most general form. One method in the case n = 3 has been to assume the existence of a family of distinguished 2-spheres satisfying a system of five postulates and then prove that a sequence of partitionings exists that permits a homeomorphism between a 3-sphere and the topological space to be established [3] , [6] .
It turns out that the axiom system in [6] may be carried over more or less directly to the n-dimensional case. However, the proof that a compact metric continuum satisfying our axiom system is topologically the n-sphere rests on the observation that the combinatorial steps in [7] and [6] give one a scheme for approximating in a bi-uniform way certain subdivisions of the boundary of an n + 1 simplex and the appropriately chosen subdivisions (or partitions) of the compact metric continuum X.
A brief outline of the proof that the axioms imply X is S" may be helpful. A particular type of partitioning of an (n -l)-sphere is introduced in §2 that can be extended to a partitioning of an open set of which the (n -l)-sphere is a boundary ( §4). This determines a product structure in a "complex" that covers a neighborhood of the (n -l)-sphere. The word complex is put in quotes for the following reason. Each element of the complex in the domain space is a genuine euclidean cell and may be expressed as a topological product of cells of lower dimensions or as a "join" product. The corresponding element in the range space is not known to have a euclidean structure-that is just what is to be proved-but the intersection relations of the boundaries of the elements are indeed isomorphic to those of the corresponding elements of the domain.
Having given a homeomorphism ( §8) from the boundary of an «-simplex to an element of our distinguished family of (n -l)-spheres ( §7) and a columnar partition of a neighborhood of the boundary of the «-simplex, can this columnar partitioning be copied over in the range space? By the Properties 1,2,3, and 5 of the family ¿f this turns out to be possible. In order to establish the desired homeomorphism of the «-simplex onto the closure of the open set in the range space of which the element of the family ff is the boundary, iteration is called for. The linear structure of the «-simplex ( §6) provides us with a means of doing this in our domain space and, in fact, the iteration has a kind of uniformity. In the range space the Properties 1,2,3, and 5 provide the possibility of iteration and Property 4 provides a needed means of securing uniformity ( §10) since no linear structure is present to rely on.
It is a basic property of barycentric subdivisions of a euclidean «-simplex that if d is the diameter of a simplex, each simplex of the ic-barycentric subdivision has a diameter :£ (nl(n + l))kd. This implies that if (only) barycentric subdivisions are used in breaking up an «-dimensional cell into small pieces, then uniformity in size at successive stages is trivial. However, in our procedure below it seems necessary to shuttle back and forth between a barycentric subdivision and the dual subdivision. Hence the existence of a uniform system of subdivisions of a euclidean cell of the kind we need is not obvious.
The author wishes to thank the referee for helpful suggestions.
2. The systems $P,sé. In the following there will be occasion to use partitionings of the following variety of a topological space W.
Let gi,---,gc be disjoint open sets in If such that Wis the closure of the union i.e., W=Uli = Uä-In the cases of interest to us the set g¡ will be not only connected but also uniformly locally connected (0-ulc). Further, each g¡ = Int Cl g¡. Such decompositions have been called regular partitionings. A sequence GX,G2,••• of regular partitionings is called a decreasing sequence provided each set in Gi+1 is a subset of some set in G¡ and the maximum diameter of the sets in G¡ approach zero with l/i. Let U be an open set in a topological space so that S = Ü\U is a topological (« -l)-sphere, the boundary of U. Let Jf s be a simplicial subdivision of S all of whose Simplexes have a diameter < ô(Jfs), to be specified later. Let K',K",--denote the first, second, ••■ barycentric subdivisions of Cff. Let K be the dual of K'. Let License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use For any open subset U, denote the boundary by F(l/) = 0\ U. If Jfs is a subdivision of S into a combinatorial (n -l)-sphere, then F(/ii) = nf\ñ¡ is a combinatorial (n -2)-sphere.
Suppose (y,, • ■■,}>,,) is a subset of (1,2, ••», fc") such that ( □ denoting the empty set)
Then, by properties of the dual subdivision (see, for instance, Theorem 5.29 of [1] ),
is a closed (n -p)-cell. If x/ is the vertex inserted in the cell of of Jf in the formation of K', then (c) ht = Int Cl St x/, where the star is taken relative to K". We call n¡ an element of Type j + 1.
In order to avoid complications of notation the elements of Type 1, --^n are ordered into a sequence so that if / < j then h¡ has a Type si Type of h¡. It is supposed that only "straight" cells are employed relative to the given triangulation.
If a homeomorphism is given between S and a simplex boundary ó", a subdivision in either space determines one in the other. Suppose ax,---,akn form a partitioning of ó" precisely analogous to the partitioning hy, •••, hkn of S. That is, the conditions (a),(b)and (c) above hold with n¡ replaced by a¡. Denote the collection a .,••■, ak by si.
The intersections of members of the family si form a cell complex Jf(si) where the incidence relations are determined by the partial order of set inclusion. A similar meaning is attached to 2f(S8).
In Figure Under a homeomorphism fy ( §8) of A = a" onto S = F(U) = Ü\ U, Jf = {hL,---,hkn} is a partitioning of S, where n¡ =fyia¡). We need a partitioning eg = {gy,---,gk"} of a neighborhood of S in i/as described in the next paragraph.
The incidence relations between si and 88 stand in a certain simple relationship : If is an (n -p)-cell, then F(gr¡)n...nF(g,/p) = dn."yp(U)
is a closed (« -p + l)-cell.
By reference to Figure 1 we suspect that the linear structure of o" may be used to define S$. In the case of U no such linear structure is present and one must invent or discover how to define ^ properly. This may be accomplished as follows. In Figure 1 some sets are indicated that represent the element a¡ plus certain "flaps" or "wings," indicated by a{. The system of sets E(sé) = {a'i,a'2,■ • ■,a'kn} will be carried over to S by/¡. By our axiom system (Chapter II) the images of these "flaps" may be bent or deformed into U. The intersection relations between the deformed flaps will provide the sets that will be the boundaries of the element of &.
We now turn to the formal definition of E(sé). where St is taken relative to ¿f(2fc) and, finally, a'i = afk).
By Corollary 14.3a of [2] , it follows that a', may be regarded as an (« -l)-element, having been attained as the end result of a finite sequence of starring operations.
That is, a¡(2) i« obtained from a¡(l) by a finite number of applications of the fact that "(« -l)-element plus (« -l)-element is an (« -l)-element if the given pair meet precisely in an (« -2)-element common to their boundaries." Hence each of a;(l),a,(2), ■■■,a¡(k) = a'¡ may be regarded as an element in the next combinatorial element of the sequence. Further, a\ C\a'¡ is then an (« -l)-element. We call E{sé) the system of enlargements of sé.
4. The columnar partition 18. In this section we merely list the (desirable) properties of 18 without showing how to construct such sets. In general, a,b,--will denote rectilinear cells obtained by subdividing a simplex and sé,3S,--certain collections of such cells. The symbolsg,h,---denote certain subsets of the range space and @, 3f,---will denote certain collections of such subsets. The sets « will be defined in terms of a fixed homeomorphism of a simplex boundary ó to a set S. Thus there is an induced straightness for the sets in the collection Jf. After the main result is proved it will be possible to speak of "straightness" of the sets in the collection 18. where the element constituting the "interior" of Uk is decomposed into the elements making up .?..+ , (putting ^0 = 'S and U0 = U). Comment. In the proof below that a compactum X that admits a family ¡f is the n-sphere, it is sufficient to follow the details of the construction in the special case that the layer of columnar partitions of U be of single thickness rather than an m-fold layer, m > 1. In the proof that such a family y exists for S" it seems essential that m-fold layers be considered, m gï 1.
It will be shown in Chapter II how to construct layers of columnar partitions and in §9 we prove properties (i)-(vii) may be attained. Actually, one can show that property (vii) is a consequence of the definition of columnar partitions. Therefore, the reader may take this as a part of the definition.
6. Uniform partitions, the system ?A. We call any partition of U n-uniform if and only if for each g¡ of the partition, diameter (gt)ldiameter U <n.
Let R be an n-dimensional, closed, bounded polyhedral region in E" that is star-like with respect to O. That is, any ray from O meets the boundary R of R in a single point. Let Jf be a simplicial subdivision of A into convex cells. On each ray OP, PeR, let Q divide the segment OP in the ratio 3: 8. Let Ry denote the set of all points for which the ratio is less than 3: 8 and let Ry denote the boundary of this region. The set Ry is clearly homeomorphic to R and the region bounded by RyJRy is decomposed in an obvious way into cells í = o x [3/11,1], where o e.Tf. Each Ç is convex. Since QP\OP = 8/11 = .7272, certainly daimeter Ç License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 7 < (3 ¡A) (diameter R) if the mesh of Jf is small enough. Note that diameter Rx < (3/ 4) (diameter R).
There is thus a uniform partition of R for n = 3 /4 into the sets whose elements are {Rx} u {(}. If each of these elements is a star-like region, this process may be iterated to find a sequence of partitionings of R .."n is any region that is very near the region Rxl...Xn in the sense of Hausdorff distance, then the diameter of SX1 Xn will be very near that of Rx,,..Xll. Hence for any fixed n and a,,••■,«" given, we may subdivide -#",..."" sufficiently finely that, when we form the associated dual complex and the corresponding columnar partitioning, diameter Sx¡ ...an < (3/4)(diameter Rai ...,"_,).
We noted that Ç = <r x [3/11,1] is convex for oeK. What is more important for the construction below is that if o¡ is an (n -l)-element in K(,si), then o i x [3/11,1] need not be convex, but it is star-like with respect to any point on x° x [3/11, T], where x;° is the vertex inserted in a vertex of K in the formation of o¡.
Let P belong to the boundary of the cell o¡ x [3/11,1]. Now ot is a union of (n-l)-cells of K" having x° as a vertex. Suppose P lies in the simplex <t"_1 of K and that q0, •••,«"_. are barycentric coordinates for <r"_1.Thesimplexes of K of dimension n -1 that lie in of ' and have x?> as a vertex fall into o¡. The points of these simplexes inherit barycentric coordinates from o"~i. Hence each point of n, x [3/11,1] may be given coordinates (q0, ■■■,qn-i,l). If Q is any point of xf x [3/11,1], ail points of the segment PQ lie in o¡ x [3/11,1].
Chapter II 7. The space X. Let X be a compact metric space such that X contains a least two points and each point peX has a local basis of open sets {U} whose boundaries are members of a family if of subsets of X satisfying the following requirements.
1. Separation Axiom. Each Seif is a topological (n -l)-sphere that separates X irreducibly into exactly two components. (1) X is connected;
(2) X is locally connected.
The principal result to be proved below is
Theorem. Let X be a compact metric space containing at least two points such that each point has a local basis consisting of open sets whose boundaries are members of the family ¡f satisfying the Separation, Deformation, Union, Contraction and Maximality Axioms. Then X is homeomorphic to the n-sphere. Conversely, the n-sphere S" admits such a family ¿f {Chapter III).
8. The homeomorphism /, and its deformations used to produce 1$. Let B be an «-dimensional cell in £" with a polyhedral boundary B = A . We suppose B is star-like with respect to the origin. One could require convexity of B but since this property will not be preserved under the columnar partitions of §4, there is little point in insisting on it at this stage.
The topological space X is supposed to have a local basis at each point consisting of open sets whose boundaries are elements of the family y described in §7.
In order to show that X is an «-dimensional topological sphere let p be a point of X, and U an open set containing p whose boundary Se Sí. It is proposed to show that Ü and B are homeomorphic.
According to the Axiom of Contraction, if there exists a layer of columnar partitions of U, then a homeomorphism t of Ü on D exists so that the points of S = Ü\U are fixed and the image of any element of the layer of partitionings has a diameter less than « times the diameter of U. In the following we describe in detail how the first layer in the layer of columnar partitions is produced. By iteration a sufficient number of layers is produced so that the Axiom of Contraction may be applied. The columnar partitioning 38 of B could be produced directly via the linear structure of B without any need or reference to a system of enlargements E(sé). However, the system of enlargements E{Jif) is necessary in order to define the columnar partition 18 of U. Further, the desired bi-uniform correspondence can only be established if we anticipate the extension problem in the iteration step and in order to accomplish this extension we must obtain E{J^) via E(sé), wherein the desired extensions are possible.
Suppose /, is any homeomorphism of B on S. Then «¡ =fxia¡) determines a system JV whose elements are subsets of S and whose boundaries have isomorphic intersection properties to those of the boundaries of the elements in sé.
To prove that a 18 exists that is properly related to 3f, that is, that satisfies conditions (i)-(vi) of §4, it will be convenient to start with a system £(Jf ) of enlargements of the elements of the system 3tif.
By means of the system E(Jt) of enlargements of the system 3f of subsets of S, the homeomorphism /,, and repeated use of the axioms for S", the system S that constitutes a columnar partitioning of U will be defined.
Step 1. By the Deformation Axiom and the fact that «', is an («-l)-cell that is a subset of S (an element of ¿f), there is a homeomorphism l¡ of X on X that pushes h[ into U and moves points an arbitrarily small amount. Since «¡' r\h'j = □ if hi and h¡ are of the same Type, it is an elementary matter to define in terms of /,,/,, •■-,/,,, a homeomorphism G0 of X on X that pushes each «j into U simultaneously, where /?¡ is an element of Type 1. If ôx= minp\h'"h'j], h¡,h} of Type 1 and nx = min(e/3«,c5,/3), we may suppose G0 moves no point of X as much as «,.
The components of U\G0(S) whose boundaries meet U«í, «¡ of Type 1, are denoted gx,---,gPl. This family is the first subcollection of sets needed in the definition of 18 (see §4).
Property As before there is a space homeomorphism G, with G, pushing Fx into G0(Í7) (the interior of G0iS)) in such a way that the points of G0(S) \ V\ remain fixed and each point of X is moved no more than n2 ■ The components of G0(U)\GX G0(S) whose boundaries meet Vx define the second set of g's needed in the construction of S?.
If g¡ is an element of Type 2 (i.e., the corresponding h¡ of Type 2), then F(g) is the union of G0(h'i) and GxG0(h¡), hence (i) holds. Condition (ii) has two parts. The second part is inoperative until gkn+1 has been defined. To test the first part, note that S n F(g) = S C\ G0(h) = S C\h¡ = h¡. Condition (iii) does not apply. Condition (iv) is considered in two cases according as nyi and hyi are both of Type 2 or not. In the former case, the definition of b2 shows g-n n gyi = □ • If Ki is of TyPe *■ "vi is of TyPe 2 and hyt n hyi = D, again the definition of n2 shows that gyiC\gyi= D-If nyir>l^y2 # □» then h'ytr\h'yi is an (n -l)-disk, namely, the star of hyi t~^hy2 in hyi relative to (K)". Then g-n f^g-n is precisely the image of this disk under G0, which is labelled dny2(U). The collection of g's of Types 1 and 2 satisfy all the conditions (i)-(iv) that apply.
As before, each F(gi)eif and GyG^(S)eSf.
Step To extend T0 from X(A) to $f(B), suppose (y., •••,?") is a subcollection of (l,-..,/c") such that dyi-..y"04) exists (and corresponds to d7t_"yn(S) under/J. We note that dyi_Vn(B) is a 1-cell and we require T0 to map the other end of dyi^yn(B) (i.e., the vertex =¿ dyi...ïn(/4)) onto the other end of dyi.. To extend T"_2 from the (n -2)-skeleton of .5T(B) to the (n -l)-skeleton of Jf(£) it must be noted that not only (n -l)-cells of the form dÍI>Í2(B) need be considered but also the (n -l)-cells a¡ and 0;(B) must enter. Of course fy and thus Tn_, is already defined on d¡ and hence we must also define T"_y not only on the "sides" of bx but also on the "bottom" ( = 0((B)).
Note Each of the (non-null) sets G"_. ••• G0(/?¡ HnJ) is an (n -l)-element whose boundary meets the boundary of G"_x ■•■ G0(n-) in an (n -2)-element and hence, by Corollary 14: 5b of [2] , OfXJ) is an (n -l)-element in an appropriate combinatorial subdivision of G"_, ••• G0(S). Thus T"_2 can be extended to carry tV¡iB) homeomorphically onto tV¡(U).
In general, Tk, k = 0,---,n -1, is a homeomorphism of the /c-skeleton of Jf(B) onto the fc-skeleton of JT(I7) in such a way that, for k > 1, Tk is an extension of 21... License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Hence, each b¡ e SB, which has a boundary that is an (n -l)-sphere, is associated with g¡, whose boundary is the (n -l)-sphere F(g¡).
Remark. The homeomorphism T"_, carries the (« -l)-skeleton of X(B) onto the (n -l)-skeleton of Jf(U). If, in the application of the Contraction Axiom, an m-fold layer of columnar partitions of U ave needed, namely 18,18X,'S2,---,ISm_x, then B, and IS\ are produced from Ax and S, in the same manner that B and IS were formed from A and S. The sets F(b¡) and F(g'f) bound regions B; and U¡ in B and U, respectively, and, by the Maximality Axiom, £(g,') is an element of ¿?, hence the procedure may be iterated. Suppose B¡ is decomposed into B¡; where j = 1, ■••,kn(i). Then F(b¡j) is mapped onto F(gu). An application of the Contraction Axiom for j = l,---,kn(i) will transform gtJ ontogi, so that diameter g¿-< «(diameter g'¡) < n2(diameter U).
We are supposing on is a standard «-simplex and ó" its boundary. We imagine that cr" is subdivided into a sufficient number of layers of columnar partitions (so that the Axiom of Contraction may be applied to the corresponding partitions oft/), ci> ■= cJt" and ox, where each c¡ and ox have a diameter -(3 / 4) (diameter o")(2).
By the Contraction Axiom for £f, a homeomorphism t of Ü on Ü, the identity on S, is defined so that each of g'x, ■ ■ ■, g'kn and U'x have a diameter < «(diameter U). (2) The notation has been simplified here to correspond to a 1-fold layer (see §5).
Suppose further that as m increases indefinitely the maximum of the diameters of o"i<Xy,---,<xm) and the maximum of the diameters of U(xy,---,am) approach zero. That such subdivisions of o" and U do exist is, of course, the content of the preceding sections.
If ( This completes the proof that a compact metric space X that admits a family if described above is an n-sphere. To complete the proof of the Theorem ( §7) it is shown in the next chapter that S" has such a family if.
(To consider the locally euclidean case only changes very similar to those of §8 of [6] need be made.)
Chapter III 11. The family if in S". In this chapter the converse of the theorem given above is established. That is, if X is topologically S" there exists a family if of topological (n -l)-spheres that satisfy Axioms 1-5.
Let if denote the collection of topological (n -l)-spheres in S" each member of which has a shell neighborhood. Axiom 1 is fulfilled by virtue of the fact that the Jordan-Brouwer theorem holds in S". Axiom 2 is verified by introducing coordinates in U so that S becomes the unit sphere and making appropriate radial projections from the center of U(3). Axiom 5 is valid since the property of possessing a shell neighborhood is an invariant under homeomorphisms of Sn on S". Axiom 4 is verified as follows. Take n = 1 /4. By a result of Brown [4] , 0 is a closed n-cell. Let n map Ü onto a unit ball. The sphere h(S) is given a simplicial subdivision Jf so that for oe Jf, h~l(o) has a diameter less than (1/4) (diameter of U). Let if be isomorphic to Jf" and let if lie on such a small sphere S about the center of h(Ü) that if W is the region in h(Ü) bounded by 2, then diameter (3) That such coordinates may be introduced is the content of [4] .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use h~i(W) is less than 1/4 times the diameter of U. Now one inserts sufficiently many layers in h(D) so that each cell bounded by a sphere (that projects onto a simplex of Jf or f£) has an image under /i_1of diameter < (1/4)(diameter U). This dictates how many layers may be inserted in the columnar partition. Call this partition 'Sx. Note that mesh 1SX < «(diameter U) = (1/4)(diameter U). Let 18 be an arbitrary columnar partition generated by h_1(Jf) with at least as many layers as ^, such that £(g)e£>° for each gelS. It may be assumed, by inserting more layers to 18x if necessary, that 18 and IS', have the same number of layers. A repeated use of property (vii) at the end of §5 gives a homeomorphism of the (« -l)-skeleton of IS onto that of 'Sx. Since each element of 18 and 18x is in Sf, this can be extended to the desired homeomorphism t.
Axiom 3 may verified as follows. Given two disks, each a subset of a member of Sf, and that the disks and corresponding spheres meet in an appropriate way, an element of &" must be exhibited that contains the union of the disks.
Let D¿ be an (n -l)-disk such that D¡ c S¿, S^y, i = 1,2. Suppose S, OS2 contains an annulus A with boundary components S and T. Further, Dx n£)2 = 6DX C\dD2 = S. Two cases present themselves.
(l°)An(E'¡\(Dx kjD2))=U.
Then A a Dx kjD2 and two sub-cases arise according as TczDx or Tc D2. Note that since S = DXC\D2 = ôDx nôD2, we must have one of the sub-cases. Suppose it is the former. Then let B = Dx U D2, C7, = Int Dx, U2 = Int (D2 U ,4). Since Si,S2ey, the hypotheses of Lemma 4 of [5] are fulfilled, hence Dx \jD2 ( = B) = S'e£f.
(2°)An(En\(Dx u D2))#n.
If xeA n(E"\(Dx UD2)), there is a neighborhood of x in X that is disjoint to DxkjD2, hence (2°) implies A\ScE"\(Dx uD2). Then A\S being connected, it must lie entirely in one component of E"\(DX \jD2), say the exterior. Since S is an (« -2)-sphere lying on each of SX,S2 and Ste .f, there are two tubular neighborhoods of S in £" that may be obtained by restriction of the functions describing the shell neighborhoods of SX,S2, respectively. Choose one of these, say, W2 = S x E2, where S x {0} is identified with S, and W2 is obtained from the function describing the shell of S2. The annulus, which lies on S2 (or some sub-annulus satisfying (2°)), may be obtained A = S x /, where / is an interval in the interior of £2 containing {0}.
By the plane Schoenflies theorem, there is a homeomorphism t of £2 on £2, the identity on S' = 8E2, that maps a prescribed arc, say /, in the interior of £2 onto any other arc in the interior of £2, in particular, an arc J such that S x J is an annulus in D2, one of whose boundary components is S. This may be chosen so that t is the identity on the part of SX\S2 near S. Clearly t has an extension t* to S x E2.
Let t** map £" on £" where t**(p) = p if peE"\(W2), while if pe W2 define t**(p) = t*(p). Since t* is the identity on dW2, this is a well-defined homeomorphism
